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Key points
 A human controlling an external system is described most easily and conventionally as linearly
and continuously translating sensory input to motor output, with the inevitable output
remnant, non-linearly related to the input, attributed to sensorimotor noise.
 Recent experiments show sustained manual tracking involves repeated refractoriness
(insensitivity to sensory information for a certain duration), with the temporary 200–500 ms
periods of irresponsiveness to sensory inputmaking the control process intrinsically non-linear.
 This evidence calls for re-examination of the extent to which random sensorimotor noise is
required to explain the non-linear remnant.
 This investigation of manual tracking shows how the full motor output (linear component
and remnant) can be explained mechanistically by aperiodic sampling triggered by prediction
error thresholds.
 Whereas broadband physiological noise is general to all processes, aperiodic sampling is
associated with sensorimotor decision making within specific frontal, striatal and parietal
networks; we conclude that manual tracking utilises such slow serial decisionmaking pathways
up to several times per second.
Abstract The human operator is described adequately by linear translation of sensory input to
motor output. Motor output also always includes a non-linear remnant resulting from random
sensorimotor noise from multiple sources, and non-linear input transformations, for example
thresholds or refractory periods. Recent evidence showed that manual tracking incurs sub-
stantial, serial, refractoriness (insensitivity to sensory information of 350 and 550 ms for 1st
and 2nd order systems respectively). Our two questions are: (i) What are the comparative
merits of explaining the non-linear remnant using noise or non-linear transformations? (ii)
Can non-linear transformations represent serial motor decision making within the sensorimotor
feedback loop intrinsic to tracking? Twelve participants (instructed to act in three prescribed
ways) manually controlled two systems (1st and 2nd order) subject to a periodic multi-sine
disturbance. Joystick power was analysed using three models, continuous-linear-control (CC),
continuous-linear-control with calculated noise spectrum (CCN), and intermittent control with
aperiodic sampling triggered by prediction error thresholds (IC). Unlike the linear mechanism,
the intermittent control mechanism explained the majority of total power (linear and remnant)
(77–87% vs. 8–48%, IC vs. CC). Between conditions, IC used thresholds and distributions of
open loop intervals consistent with, respectively, instructions and previous measured, model
independent values; whereasCCN required changes in noise spectrumdeviating frombroadband,
signal dependent noise.We conclude that manual tracking uses open loop predictive control with
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aperiodic sampling. Because aperiodic sampling is inherent to serial decision making within pre-
viously identified, specific frontal, striatal and parietal networks we suggest that these structures
are intimately involved in visuo-manual tracking.
(Resubmitted 7 March 2017; accepted after revision 9 August 2017; first published online 21 August 2017)
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Introduction
Visually guided manual tracking in humans and primates
has been studied extensively. This task engages processes
common to many activities of daily living including
visually guided manipulation of tools such as precision
surgery and playingmusical instruments, general reaching
and pointing, and control of vehicles and computer
games.
The engineering control basis of manual tracking was
established in the 1960s. In typical experiments, the
human operator controls a dynamic system. The dynamic
system is subject to a disturbance which allows analysis of
the manual control signal and identification of a control
model representing the ‘human in the loop’ operator. The
manual control signal is typically the continuous signal
arising from a joystick (Fig. 1). For identification of the
human controller, the disturbance is regarded as a known
input. The joystick power spectrum includes a component
which is related linearly to that input and a non-linear
remnant component. The linear component can be
reconstructed from that input by scaling and shifting.
Potentially, the non-linear remnant includes stochastic
parts, i.e. thosewhich are random, anddeterministic parts,
i.e. those reconstructable from that input by a non-linear
rule. To be more specific, the non-linear remnant
includes pure noise from multiple sources, non-linear
operations including aperiodic sampling, thresholds and
refractory periods, and non-steady behaviour including
changes through time in control processes (Levison
et al. 1969; Jagacinski & Flach, 2003; George, 2008).
Broadband random noise is associated with all biological
processes (Newell et al. 2006). These noise sources
are assumed to arise from basic physiological sensory
and motor processes. Apart from being proportional to
the signal variance, this physiological noise has been
found to be independent of system dynamics, controller
parameters, disturbance amplitude anddisturbance band-
width (Levison et al. 1969). Aperiodic sampling is a
non-linear operation using thresholds and refractory
periods to determine when sampling occurs. Refractory,
threshold related motor decision making is associated
with specific parietal, prefrontal and striatal pathways
(Dux et al. 2006; Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Beck et al. 2008;
Carpenter et al. 2009; Frank, 2011).
At one level, our question concerns the relative merits
of explaining the non-linear remnant using noise and
using aperiodic sampling. At a deeper level, our question
concerns the prevalence and hierarchical level of motor
decision making within sensorimotor control. Discrete
response selection tasks and continuous sensorimotor
activities are sometimes regarded as different processes
with distinct neural substrates (Hardwick et al. 2013).
However, discrete, motor decision making can extend
potentially to the selection of goals, of actions to achieve
a selected goal, of movements to achieve a selected action
and of sub-movements to perform a selected movement
(Haber et al. 2000).Determiningwhether implementation
of ongoing sensorimotor control is dependent upon
serial motor decision making, occurring within specific
local pathways, is relevant to understanding the linked
degradation of motor decision making and sensori-
motor control in neurological conditions and ageing
(Harrison et al. 1995; Delbaere et al. 2010; Rochester et al.
2014). If motor decision making is limited to a higher,
‘executive’ level outside the feedback loop, continuous
manual tracking may require no decision making and
no refractoriness, once the task is initiated. Our question
concerns the strength of the evidence for serial motor
decision making, at the level of sub-movements and on
the temporal scale of 200–500ms, lyingwithin the sensori-
motor feedback loop implementing continuous manual
tracking.
In 1969, Kleinman et al., studying human manual
control of external systems, demonstrated that the human
response could be represented by a transport delay and
linear continuous optimal controller including a cascade
combination of Kalman filter (observer), least mean
squared predictor and transfer function representing
the lags of the neuromuscular system (Kleinman, 1969;
Levison et al. 1969; Kleinman et al. 1970). Following
Kleinman et al., many investigators have considered
various stochastic and deterministic sources of the
non-linear remnant in human motor control. However,
arguably, Kleinman et al. provided an explanation
of experimental data subsequently unsurpassed by
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alternative explanations. Their extensive experimentation
and analysis showed that the non-linear remnant could
be reproduced by adding an observation vector of linearly
independent noise processes (Levison et al. 1969). With
foveal display viewing, the component noise processes are
proportional to the variances of the displayed quantities.
The remnant is considered a smooth function of frequency
(Levison et al. 1969). We acknowledge that many authors
have considered additive and state-dependent noise, the
interaction of noise with complex systems and the inter-
action of noise with thresholds (Harris & Wolpert,
1998; Beggs & Plenz, 2003; Newell et al. 2006; Gold
& Shadlen, 2007; Patzelt et al. 2007; Beck et al. 2008;
Carpenter et al. 2009; Insperger & Milton, 2014). Some
of these investigations are in a context of neuronal
models and decision making processes where thresholds
are important. However, we observe that when it comes to
providing a closemodel based explanationof experimental
data froma sustained sensorimotor control taskof thekind
represented above (Fig. 1), the explanation of Kleinman
et al. remains pre-eminent: The motor control signals in
sustained sensorimotor control tasks have been explained
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Figure 1. Experimental setup
Participants sat at a table, manipulating a table-supported, sensitive, uni-axis joystick with their self-chosen hand
using continuous contact. Position of the system output, moving left–right within a horizontal line, was displayed
50 cm away on an oscilloscope (CRO) of full scale range, 10 cm. The person controls the system output position
displayed on a screen using a joystick in accordance with different instructions. The virtual systems included an
unstable (2nd order) system with an unstable time constant of 0.9 s and no friction or damping and a stable, first
order system. An external periodic multi-sine disturbance signal, d (panelA, extract of 5 periods of 10 s each shown)
is added to the time-varying joystick signal, ue (panel B). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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most completely and most accurately as a linear process
with randomnoise accounting for the non-linear remnant
(Kleinman, 1969; Levison et al. 1969; Kleinman et al. 1970;
van der Kooij & de Vlugt, 2007; Kiemel et al. 2011; van der
Kooij & Peterka, 2011).
Despite the success and accessibility of the linearmodel,
there is partial evidence for the view that manual tracking
is a serial, refractory process (Navas & Stark, 1968; Miall
et al. 1986; Loram et al. 2011). Recently, it has been
demonstrated that sustained manual tracking involves
substantial serial, refractoriness related to the order of the
controlled system (350 and 550 ms for 1st and 2nd order,
respectively) (van de Kamp et al. 2013; Loram et al. 2014).
Since refractoriness is a non-linear process, this evidence
calls for re-examination of the extent to which non-linear
operations can explain the non-linear remnant without
requiring noise. Refractoriness means insensitivity to
sensory information for a certain duration. Within a
closed loop process such as tracking, a refractory duration
implies the feedback loop is open for a corresponding
open loop interval. Deciding when to close the feedback
loop to sample sensory information requires a trigger
process. It has been established previously that biological
sampling is triggered by a signal crossing a threshold rather
than a regular clock (Navas & Stark, 1968;Miall et al. 1986;
Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Beck et al. 2008; Carpenter et al.
2009; Gawthrop et al. 2011; Loram et al. 2014). Hence
the threshold and the trigger signal are the underlying
mechanismdetermining theobserveddistributionof open
loop intervals and corresponding visuo-motor delays.
In this experiment, we examined the power of the
joystick signal from manual control of a dynamic system
subject to a periodic multi-sine input disturbance (Fig. 1).
We created conditions designed to vary prediction error
thresholds and distributions of open loop intervals in a
fashion predictable fromprevious publishedwork (Loram
et al. 2009, 2011; van de Kamp et al. 2013). Participants
controlled two different systems (1st and 2nd order) and
used three instructions (minimise position error, mini-
mise velocity error, minimise manual intervention).
Our first question concerns the efficacy of explaining
the non-linear remnant using noise and using thresholds.
These explanations are not exclusive, rather one
explanation ismore specific than the other. Noise provides
a general, empirical descriptionof thenon-linear remnant.
As explained by Levison et al. (1969) the ‘equivalent
observation noise’ processes may include such effects
as (1) true observation noise, (2) motor noise, (3)
random variations in controller gain and time delay,
and (4) effects of aperiodic signal sampling by the
human. Thresholds, causing aperiodic sampling provide
a mechanistic explanation that is more specific with
respect to process and possible neural substrate. In our
investigation, we consider thresholds on the error in
the prediction of the state of the system (position and
velocity), rather than on deviation of the state from a set
point. Joystick power was analysed using three models:
(1) we used the continuous optimal, predictive control
model of Kleinman et al. (1970) (CC), (2) we used
the same continuous optimal, predictive control model
with observer noise spectra calculated to fit the remnant
(CCN) (Levison et al. 1969); and (3) we used the inter-
mittent open loop predictive control model of Gawthrop
et al. (2011, 2015), with thresholds on the prediction
error of the states (IC). The default hypothesis would be
that a continuous linear mechanism, with added noise
(CCN) provides a better explanation of the complete
power spectrum (linear component plus non-linear
remnant) than a wholly deterministic intermittent control
mechanism (IC).
Our second question concerns the strength of the
evidence that continuousmanual tracking depends upon a
serial, refractorymotordecisionmakingprocesswithin the
sensorimotor feedback loop. To be consistent with existing
evidence (Levison et al. 1969), a convincing general
noise explanation requires addition to the observed
states of a noise spectrum which changes smoothly with
frequency, such as white or filtered white noise. Between
conditions, the noise normalised to the variance of the
displayed system output should be independent of system
order, controller parameters, disturbance amplitude and
bandwidth (Levison et al. 1969). Between conditions,
a convincing threshold explanation requires thresholds
that change plausibly with the instructions. A convincing
threshold explanation should also produce a distribution
of open loop intervals that relates plausibly to the
instructions and with values that increase with system
order (van de Kamp et al. 2013). The default hypothesis
would be that wholly deterministic intermittent control
does not meet these conditions.
Our underlying question concerns the physio-
logical mechanisms of visually guided manual control.
Experimental evidence for open loop intervals at the level
of sub-movements, on the temporal scale of 200–500 ms,
lying within the sensorimotor feedback loop, places
constraints on the connectivity of those neural substrates
supporting threshold related motor decision making to
those substrates supporting sensory analysis and initiation
ofmotoroutput (Frank, 2011;Hardwick et al. 2013; Loram
et al. 2014; Scott et al. 2015; Caligiore et al. 2017).
Methods
Ethical approval
The experiments reported in this study were approved by
the Academic Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Science
and Engineering, Manchester Metropolitan University
and conform to the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants
gave written, informed consent to the experiment.
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Experimental details
Our experiment replicated the design of Levison et al.
(1969). We consider the characteristics of remnant
obtained from manual control situations in which (1)
the plant dynamics are linear, (2) the task requirements
are such that the subject apparently devotes continuous
attention to the tracking task, and, as a further
simplification, (3) the subjectmanipulates a single control.
Twelve healthy adults (10 male and 2 female,
36 ± 13 years, mean ± SD) used a high precision,
sensitive, contactless, uniaxial finger operated joystick
(HFXMagnetic, CH Products Ltd, UK) to sustain control
of a single input, single output dynamic system (Fig. 1).
The output was displayed as the left–right position of
a dot on an oscilloscope (Fig. 1). Hence participants
had continuous visual feedback of the system output
(dot on screen) and continuous haptic feedback of
system input (joystick position). Participants controlled
each of two previously published systems: an unstable
(2nd order) system with an unstable time constant of
0.9 s and no friction or damping and a stable, first
order system (Loram et al. 2009; van de Kamp et al.
2013). For the first order system, the joystick determined
velocity of the dot position. For the second order
system, the joystick determined acceleration of the dot
position. Since the second order system is unstable with
a short time constant, this task required attention to the
oscilloscope and precise, gentle manual control, mainly
of the index finger and thumb, which was acquired easily
following prior familiarisation and practice of at least
15 min. Participants were asked to maintain continuous
contact with the joystick to ensure that control was as
continuous as possible (Loram et al. 2011).
The system was disturbed at the input using a
specifically constructed multi-sine signal, containing 100
frequency components of equal amplitude, equally spaced
over the range 0.1–10 Hz. For each trial the phases
were randomised and the crest factor (ratio of maximum
deviation to SD) was limited to 3 making the signal
unpredictable but periodic (Pintelon & Schoukens, 2001).
The amplitude of the disturbance was chosen to be large
enough to allow analysis, but no larger than necessary so
as to keep conditions close to the undisturbed conditions
used in previous studies of pursuit tracking (van de Kamp
et al. 2013).
For the first order system, we investigated one
instruction.
‘1st’: ‘keep the dot as close to the centre as possible’ (mini-
mising position error),
For the second order system, we investigated three
instructions
‘pos’: ‘keep the dot as close to the centre as possible’ (mini-
mising position error),
‘vel’: ‘keep the dot as still as possible, but don’t care where
it is’ (minimising velocity error), and
‘mi’: ‘while keeping the dot on screen, wait as long as
possible before intervening’ (minimising intervention).
The purpose of the last condition (mi) was to ensure
that the control was explicitly related to a position
threshold making it non-continuous. To conform with
this instruction, participants had to wait for the dot to
approach the edge of the screen before using the joystick
to bring it under control. The four conditions (1st, pos,
vel, mi) were presented in random order and each trial
lasted for 200 s. Participants were offered a break of 5 min
between trials.
The dynamic system was implemented in Simulink
and executed using the Real Time Workshop (Matlab
v7, The Mathworks, USA) on a laptop PC. The joystick
signal (ue) and the oscilloscope output (corresponding
to system output y) were interfaced via a data-acquisition
card (DAQ card 6036E, National Instruments, USA) at a
sample rate of 1 kHz to 16 bit precision. Recorded signals
(disturbance d and joystick signal ue, cf. Fig. 1) were
downsampled to 100 Hz.
Analysis procedures
Calculation of experimental frequency response at
excited and non-excited frequencies. Throughout this
paper frequency response describes the relationship
between joystick (ue) and disturbance (d). The injected
disturbance signal, d, contains components only at 100
discrete frequencies (0.1, 0.2, . . . , 10 Hz). The frequency
response can be obtained at these excited frequencies.
The response at intermediate 100 non-excited frequencies
(0.05, 0.15, 9.95 Hz), where no disturbance is applied, is
considered the remnant response. The frequency response
at excited and non-excited frequencies can be calculated
by analysing periods of 20 s.
Overview:model based fitting of experimental frequency
response. The fitting of models proceeds in two stages. A
detailed description of the models is given in Supporting
information.
The mean complex frequency response (magnitude
and phase) defines the linear, periodic component of the
response (Pintelon & Schoukens, 2001). In stage I, the
mean, complex frequency response at excited frequencies
is used to estimate the controller parameters and time
delay appropriate for the mean response (Table 1).
The power spectrum at non-excited frequencies
represents the non-linear remnant alone. At excited
frequencies, the power includes a linear component and a
non-linear component (Pintelon&Schoukens, 2001). The
power spectrum at excited and non-excited frequencies
contains all the power generated. In stage II, the
C© 2017 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd on behalf of The Physiological Society
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Table 1. Controller design parameters (mean ± SD)
1st pos vel mi
Qc CC 27.5 ± 61.9 3.9 ± 5.25 3.56 ± 4.59 258 ± 873
25.3 ± 45.4 10 ± 27.8 0.313 ± 0.695 (0.641 ± 2.17) × 103
140 ± 330 9.17 ± 28.3 0.0116 ± 0.04 (1.75 ± 3.86) × 103
— 1.38 ± 4.77 4.3 ± 10.1 3.02 ± 8.1
IC 29.7 ± 59.2 3.96 ± 4.94 4.11 ± 4.37 258 ± 873
127 ± 396 11 ± 27.9 0.209 ± 0.538 (0.642 ± 2.17) × 103
(0.894 ± 2.87) × 103 9.26 ± 28.3 1.8 ± 2.91 (1.75 ± 3.86) × 103
— 1.73 ± 5.7 5.2 ± 10 3.74 ± 7.87
qs CC 45 ± 69.8 5.87 ± 14.5 1.3 ± 1.44 0.504 ± 0.812
IC 45.4 ± 70.3 5.87 ± 13.6 1.48 ± 1.43 1.23 ± 1.65
td(ms) CC 111 ± 21.1 187 ± 20.3 174 ± 18 206 ± 48.1
IC 50 50 50 50
s(ms) IC 95.3 ± 79.9 134 ± 19.3 111 ± 27.4 152 ± 39.2
Mean delays (ms): td (1st order) = 111 ± 21.1, td (2nd order) = 189 ± 33.8. Mean sampling delays (ms): s (1st order) = 95.3 ±
79.9, s (2nd order) = 132 ± 33.7. Qc values are the LQR controller design weights for the states, and qo is the relative weight for
the LQR observer design weights, i.e. Qo = qo × Qc. td is the loop delay, s denotes the sampling delay. Parameters for the continuous
controllers (CC and CCN) are the same and denoted by CC, while the parameters for the intermittent controller are denoted by IC.
power spectral density (PSD) at excited and non-excited
frequencies is used to fit two alternative explanations. In
the first general descriptive explanation we estimate the
noise parameters for the continuousmodel. In the second,
more specific mechanistic explanation we estimate the
threshold parameters for the intermittent control model.
Stage I: identification of controller parameters (CC). The
intermittent control model generates predicted open loop
control signals xh (Fig. 2C) using the same control
parameters as the underlying continuous controller
(Gawthrop & Wang, 2011; Gawthrop et al. 2011, 2015).
Hence the same controller parameters are appropriate
for both continuous and intermittent control models
(Gollee et al. 2012). In stage I, a noise-free, optimal, linear
continuous-time predictive controller (CC) is fitted at the
excited frequencies to the complex frequency response
function (Fig. 2A). Taking advantage of the periodic
disturbance toproduce an exact frequency analysiswithno
leakage (Pintelon & Schoukens, 2001), we calculated the
mean complex frequency response using non-overlapping
periods of 10 s and no window (Halliday et al. 1995). This
complex frequency response contains all the magnitude
and phase information available for estimating mean
time delays and controller parameters. For each trial,
the controller design parameters, i.e. linear-quadratic
weightings for state-feedback gain Qc, observer gain Qo,
andmean time-delay, td were optimised tominimisemean
square error between complex model and experimental
values of the frequency response (Table 1).
Stage II: fitting the complete power spectral density,
including non-linear remnant (CCN, IC). In stage II,
the individual controller design parameters obtained in
Table 2. Normalised simulated power (mean ± SD)
Pn (%) 1st pos vel mi
CC 48.4 ± 12.5 35.9 ± 13.9 35.1 ± 13.5 8.1 ± 5.3
CCN 96.7 ± 8.8 98.8 ± 5.9 98.3 ± 6.0 94.9 ± 7.2
IC 77.1 ± 14.1 85.4 ± 17.8 87.6 ± 13.5 87.8 ± 17.8
Total simulated power normalised by the corresponding total
experimental power.
stage I, were used to model the complete mean power
spectral density (PSD) at all excited and non-excited
frequencies (Table 2). The PSD at excited and non-excited
frequencies includes all the power within the signal,
including power unrelated or related inconsistently to the
input disturbance whereas the mean complex frequency
response underestimates the total power on account
of cancellation through averaging periods with variable
phase. With increasing number of periods, the mean
PSD provides an increasingly reliable estimate of the
total power at all frequencies. Two approaches were
considered to estimate the total power including the
remnant response: (1) adding measurement (sensory)
noise, vy to the continuous controller from stage I (CCN),
(Fig. 2B), or (2) using an intermittent controller with pre-
diction error thresholds and without added noise (IC),
(Fig. 2C). The same cost function (J) was used to evaluate
all explanations (Table 3) whereN is the number of excited
andnon-excited frequencies,Ue is thepowerof the joystick
signal, ω is frequency and j is the unit imaginary number.
J = 1
Nω
∑
ω
(|Ue(jω)|2 − |Ûe(jω)|2). (1)
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Table 3. Cost function values (mean ± SD)
J × 10−5 1st pos vel mi
CC 0.48 ± 0.55 2.9 ± 3.7 1.7 ± 0.94 15 ± 12
CCN 0.067 ± 0.037 0.32 ± 0.4 0.2 ± 0.15 0.92 ± 0.76
IC 0.15 ± 0.13 0.64 ± 0.66 0.43 ± 0.31 1.4 ± 0.78
(1) Noise explanation (CCN). A continuous-feedback
control model is used (Fig. 2B). Within the frequency
domain, the noise spectrumVy is calculated using the
measured joystick signal Ue at the 100 non-excited
frequencies and, using the corresponding loop trans-
fer function given by:
Ue
Vy
= C PNMS
1 + L , (2)
where C, PNMS and L are, respectively, the controller,
neuromuscular system and loop gain functions (Levison
et al. 1969). The calculated noise signal is also applied
at the excited frequencies by interpolating between
neighbouring non-excited frequencies. Note that, apart
from the added noise, this model (CCN) is identical to
that obtained in stage I (CC).
(2) Threshold explanation (IC). A noise-free intermittent
controller is considered (Fig. 2C).
The intermittent control model is based upon the
continuous control model (Fig. 2B) but includes three
additional processes shown in green (Fig. 2C): a trigger,
a sampling switch, and a hold. The hold uses a model of
the continuous closed loop system to generate a predicted,
open loop control signal. In the absence of disturbances
and measurement noise, this control signal is identical to
that produced by the continuous controller. The trigger
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Figure 2. Hypothesis and methodology
In stage I (left side of the figure) controller design parameters are identified for a noise-free predictive controller
(diagram (a)) by fitting the frequency response function between Ue (panel A) and D (panel B) at excited frequencies
(i.e. |D| > 0) (obtained from time-domain data shown in Fig. 1A and B). In stage II (right side) the remnant
component is considered by increasing the analysis period of the data (panels C and D). The controller design
parameters from stage I are used with two alternative explanations for remand (highlighted in B and C): a predictive
controller with suitably coloured motor (vu) or sensory (vy) noise (diagram (b)), and event-driven intermittent
control with appropriately selected prediction error thresholds (diagram (c)). [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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uses prediction error, which is the difference between the
continuous predicted and observed states, to decide when
to instantaneously close the switch to sample the states to
update the hold process. The trigger has three parameters,
includingvelocity andpositionpredictionerror thresholds
(θvel, θpos), and a sampling delays. Sampling is triggered
when the mean square prediction error exceeds an
ellipse defined by the velocity and position prediction
error thresholds (θvel, θpos) and also when a minimum
open loop interval olmin = td + s, is exceeded.
The time delay td provides a fixed minimum transport
delay.
The sampling delays provides a variable component
to the minimum open loop interval. The sampling delay
enforces a maximum speed–minimum accuracy limit
since it defines the minimum time for the observer to
settle before sampling systemstates (Gawthrop et al. 2015).
When the sampling delay is small, triggering is determined
by the thresholds and is typically aperiodic. When the
sampling delay is large, and/or the thresholds are small,
triggering is more regular determined primarily by the
minimum open loop interval.
The LQR design parameters obtained in stage I were
used as the initial design parameters, and the time delay
set to a small fixed value of tdmin = 50 ms (representing a
minimal physiological transport delay). Using simulation
to produce model based power spectra, the parameters
θvel, θpos and s were initially optimised and then also
the LQR design parameters were re-tuned to minimise
the mean square error between model and experimental
power at all frequencies (excited and non-excited). This
threshold model produced a distribution of open loop
intervals (Fig. 3E).
Summary of quantities calculated from experimental and
fitted simulation data. The following were calculated for
individual trials during stage II.
- Power spectra of the joystick signal at excited and
non-excited frequencies (Fig. 3A–D).
For the noise explanation (CCN, Fig. 2B) we
calculated:
- Sensory noise power spectra (Vy) added to
measurements of velocity and position (Fig. 3E).
- Normalised noise power spectra, calculated by
dividing Vy by the variance of the system position
(y) (Levison et al. 1969).
- Normalised noise power spectra, calculated by
dividing Vy by the variance of the joystick signal (ue).
- Coherence (γuy) betweendisturbance (d), and joystick
signal (ue) at excited frequencies (Fig. 3F; note that
the coherence is equal to 1 at all frequencies for the
continuous-feedback controllers CC).
- Coherence limit, i.e. the smallest frequency at which
significance at 95% confidence was first lost (Figs 3F
and 5D).
For the threshold explanation (IC, Fig. 2C) we
calculated the following:
- Coherence (γuy) and Coherence limit as above.
- Prediction error thresholds for position and velocity
(Figs 3G and 5B and C).
- Distribution of intermittent (open loop) intervals
(ol) (Fig. 3G).
- Gaussian mixture model (GMM) decomposition
of intermittent interval distribution (Fig. 3G; the
distribution was approximated by a series of weighted
normal Gaussian distributions (McLachlan & Peel,
2000)).
Statistical analysis
For statistical analysis of changes in noise spectrum
between instructions for 2nd order systems at alpha 0.05,
we used 1-d statistical parametric mapping (SPM-1D).
SPM-1D is nowwell established as the appropriatemethod
for comparing vector quantities (e.g. power at multiple
frequencies) rather than scalar quantities (e.g. power at
one frequency) (Pataky et al. 2013). SPM-1D calculates
the chosen statistic at each frequency and calculates
a threshold of significance appropriate for ordinally
sampled measurements of partial independence. SPM-1D
avoids the false positives of multiple scalar tests and
avoids the false negatives of scalar tests with Bonferroni
correction. We used the freely available implementation
(www.spm1d.org,Matlab 2015b, Pataky, 2012) to calculate
the F statistic forwith repeatedmeasures ANOVA (N= 36,
3 levels) followed by post hoc pairwise t tests.
Results
For this manual tracking task, our analysis concerns the
efficacy of three explanations (CC) continuous linear feed-
back alone, (CCN) continuous feedback with general
sensorimotor noise, and (IC) aperiodic intermittent feed-
back at times determined by prediction error thresholds.
The linear response at excited frequencies (Stage I)
In analysis stage I (CC, Fig. 2A) we identified the
parameters of a linear, continuous controller (CC) that
gives a best least squares fit at the frequencies excited
by the disturbance signal (Table 1). The feedback delays
for 1st and 2nd order systems at 111 ± 21 ms and
189 ± 34 ms, respectively (Table 1), were consistent with
model independent, experimental values published pre-
viously (Loram et al. 2009).
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Typically, CC fits experimental power well at low
frequencies, and under-represents experimental power
at higher frequencies (Fig. 3A). Without added noise,
relatively little of the total power is explained by the linear
controller (Fig. 4A). As a percentage of total experimental
power, the power explained by CC at excited frequencies
is: 48.2 ± 12.4%, 35.9 ± 13.9%, 35.1 ± 13.5%, and
8.1 ± 5.3% (mean ± SD) for 1st, pos, vel and mi
conditions, respectively (Table 2). A linear controller
produces no power at non-excited frequencies (Fig. 4B).
Fitting the non-linear remnant (Stage II)
Noise explanation (CCN, Fig. 2B). We computed the
noise spectrum (vy, Fig. 3E) required to replicate the
experimental power observed at non-excited frequencies
(e.g. Fig. 3C), and applied this at all frequencies.
Simulating data using the computed control parameters
and noise signal, it is no surprise that experimental
power at non-excited frequencies is reproduced for the
representative participant (Fig. 3D) and generally for the
whole group in all conditions (Fig. 4C and D). We note
that with the added noise, simulated power at excited
frequencies also fits well the experimental power (Fig. 3C
vs. 3A and Fig. 4C vs. 4A) and coherence (Fig. 3F) across
the entire frequency range. According to this explanation,
some of the power at excited frequencies, and all of
the power at non-excited frequencies, originate from
noise. As a percentage of total experimental power, the
power explained by CCN is 96.4 ± 8.8%, 98.7 ± 6.0%,
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Figure 3. Representative individual result, control instruction ‘pos’
Panels A and B show the power spectra estimated from experimental data (thick line), together with those from
the best fit approximations with a noise-free continuous predictive controller (dashed line) at excited frequencies
(A) and non-excited frequencies (B). Panels C and D show the corresponding spectra (1) for a CCN with suitable
added coloured noise vy (observation noise spectrum shown in panel E), and (2) for an event-driven intermittent
controller with adjusted thresholds. The threshold values and the resulting distribution of the intermittent intervals
ol are shown in panel G, together with an approximation by six Gaussian distributions (forming a Gaussian
mixture model (GMM), centres indicated by dotted lines). Panel F shows the coherence γ uy for experimental
data and the event-driven IC, together with the estimated coherence limits crossing the threshold of significance
(horizontal dashed line). [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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98.2 ± 5.9%, and 94.4 ± 6.8%, (mean ± SD) for 1st, pos,
vel and mi conditions, respectively (Table 2). The noise
model used for this has 100 complex parameters (one at
each non-excited frequency).
Threshold explanation (IC, Fig. 2C). IC with adjusted pre-
diction error thresholds replicates experimental power
at excited frequencies (Fig. 3C) and at non-excited
frequencies for the representative participant (Fig. 3D).
Typically, the distribution of open loop intervals includes
substantial durations of 0.3 s and longer (Fig. 3G).
Sampling at these intervals is associated with reduced
coherence between disturbance and control signal beyond
1–2 Hz (Fig. 3F).
This deterministic model, with two adjusted thresholds
and sampling delay reproduced power well at excited
and non-excited frequencies across all participants in
all conditions (Fig. 4E and F). As a percentage of
total experimental power, the power explained by IC
is 76.9 ± 14.1%, 85.4 ± 17.9%, 87.5 ± 13.5%, and
87.3 ± 17.7%, (mean ± SD) for 1st, pos, vel and mi
conditions, respectively (Table 2). In contrast to the 100
complexparameters of theCCNmodel, the ICexplanation
only required three parameters.
Comparison of explanations: overview
Using the same cost function for all explanations, Table 3
shows that the linear continuous controller (CC) provided
the least effective fit to experimental power. Adding noise
to the continuous controller reduced the error by a factor
of 7 to 16 (CCN). The wholly deterministic model (IC)
reduced the error from CC by a factor of 3 to 10. The
improved fit, by adding noise or using thresholds, was
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Figure 4. Explanations of human
joystick power using continuous and
intermittent control models
A, C and E, mean power spectra at excited
frequencies. B, D and F, mean power spectra
and non-excited frequencies. Experimental
data (continuous lines), simulations from
fitted models (dotted lines). Columns show
model fits from noise-free linear continuous
control (CC), continuous control with added
noise (CCN) and intermittent control with
aperiodic sampling (IC). Results are shown
for the 1st order system (1st) and the three
different instructions for the 2nd order
system (pos, position control; vel, velocity
control; mi, minimise intervention). Panels
summarise all 12 participants. [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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mostmarked for theminimise intervention (mi) condition
(factors 16 and 10, respectively).
Comparison of explanations: difference between
conditions (1st, pos, vel, mi)
Noise explanation (CCN). For all 2nd order conditions,
Fig. 5A and B shows the amplitude of observation noise at
all frequencies required to fit themanual power spectrum.
The required observation noise spectrum reflected onto
the velocity state is closest to ‘white noise’, i.e. constant
amplitude at all frequencies (Fig. 5B). The required
spectrum reflected onto the position state is closest to ‘1/f’
noise (Fig. 5A), and is the same values as Fig. 5B trans-
formed by unity and 1/(2πf)2 for 1st (not shown) and
second order systems respectively. Between instructions
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Figure 5. Equivalent observation noise required to explain the non-linear remnant
A and B, equivalent observation noise added respectively to position and velocity states. Values are mean ± 95%
confidence interval for each condition (pos, vel, mi). D, normalised equivalent observation noise (mean ± 95%
ci). Noise to added velocity state divided by variance of velocity signal (Levison et al. 1969). C and E, temporal
evolution of SPM-1d test statistic relative to threshold of significance. The F statistic (blue) reports the repeated
measures ANOVA test for difference between conditions (pos, vel, mi). The t statistics report pairwise comparisons
between conditions (pos, vel, mi). F, coherence limits for experimental data, and matched model simulations (CCN,
IC). These values represent the lowest frequency at which coherence changes from significant to non-significant.
Panels summarise all 12 participants. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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for 2nd order systems, there were statistically significant
changes in noise at all frequencies up to 8 Hz (Fig. 5C).
Post hoc pairwise testing confirmed statistically that
pairwise changes were distributed non-uniformly within
the frequency domain. The change of instruction from
‘keep the dot close to the centre’ to ‘keep the dot still’
(i.e. ‘pos’ to ‘vel’, Fig. 5B) resulted in a 4-fold increased
observation noise significant statistically below 0.1 Hz
with little change in noise above 0.3 Hz. The change of
instruction from ‘keep the dot still’ to ‘minimise inter-
vention’ (i.e. ‘vel’ to ‘mi’, Fig. 5A and B) resulted in an
order of magnitude increased noise significant statistically
above but not below 0.15 Hz.
Figure 5D shows the signal-normalised observation
noise presented for the velocity state consistent
with Levison et al. (1969). For 2nd order systems,
between instructions there were significant changes
in signal-normalised noise up to 4 Hz (Fig. 5E).
Signal-normalised noise showed significant variation in
spectral shape including a 5-fold increase in normalised
noise below 0.1 Hz (pos→vel) and up to an order of
magnitude increase above 0.2 Hz (pos→mi) (Fig. 5E).
Finally, between conditions, particularly system order, the
added noise replicates the experimental changes in the
frequency limit of significant coherence (Fig. 5F).
Prediction error threshold explanation (IC). For all
conditions, effects of instruction and system order
are associated with changes in the trigger parameters
(thresholds θvel, θpos, and sampling delays).
For the first order system, the position prediction error
threshold is very low and the sampling delay relatively
long (95 ± 80 ms; Table 1), close to the lower limit for
the distribution of open loop intervals. The distribution of
open loop intervals is relatively narrow showingmaximum
probability in the range 300–350 ms and negligible open
loop intervals less than 100 ms.
For the second order systems, the collective sampling
delay is 132 ± 34 ms (Table 1), and considerably below
the lower limit of the distribution of open loop inter-
vals (Fig. 6C). The change of instruction from ‘mini-
mise position error’ (pos) to ‘minimise velocity without
caring about position’ (vel), was associated with reduced
prediction error threshold for velocity (Fig. 6B), with
decreased sampling delay (Table 1), and a shift from a
broad distribution of open loop intervals centred around
550–600ms to one centred around 800–1000ms (Fig. 6C).
Both distributions show negligible open loop intervals
below 200 ms. The change of instruction from ‘minimise
velocity’ (vel) to ‘minimise intervention while remaining
within the bounds of the screen’ (mi), was associated with
increased prediction error threshold for position (Fig. 6A),
increased sampling delay, and a shift in the distribution
of open loop intervals to a broader distribution with
higher central values around 1800–2200 ms (Fig. 6C).
There were negligible open loop intervals below
300 ms.
Between conditions, particularly system order, the IC
simulations replicate the experimental changes in the
frequency limit of significant coherence (Fig. 5F). For
all conditions the constant delay identified for the linear
continuous controller (CC) lies close to the lower limit of
the distributions of open loop intervals (IC) (Fig. 6C).
Discussion
We examinedmanual joystick control of a dynamic system
subject to a periodic multi-sine input disturbance (Fig. 1).
Relative to the disturbance, the total joystick power
contains a linear component and a non-linear remnant.
Our question lies at two levels. At one level we consider the
merits of explaining the total joystick power using (1) a
linear continuousmechanismwith equivalent observation
noise (CCN) or (2) an intermittent control mechanism
with aperiodic sampling (IC). At a deeper level, our
question concerns the prevalence and hierarchical level
of motor decision making required while implementing
sensorimotor control. Specifically, does a serial, motor
decision making process lie within the sensorimotor feed-
back loop implementing manual tracking?
The first explanation (CCN) is a general empirical
description which covers four possible physical sources
of the non-linear remnant (motor noise, sensory noise,
aperiodic sampling, time varying control) (Levison et al.
1969). The second explanation (IC) is more specific in
terms of process (one out of four possible), more specific
in terms of possible neural substrate, and is wholly
deterministic, i.e. the output can be reconstructed from
the input using a non-linear rule. These two explanations
are not in competition with each other. The first, general
explanation provides a context within which the second,
more specific explanation can be considered. The main
question and result of this paper is the extent to which the
deterministic IC mechanism with aperiodic sampling can
explain the human control action.
The extent to which a linear mechanism alone
explains the human operator
During stage I, we fitted a linear continuous model to
the periodic portion of the joystick signal (CC, Fig. 2A).
The linear continuous model used optimal state feed-
back, an observer, a predictor and a neuromuscular
system. The observer and predictor use prior knowledge
of the input–output mapping of the dynamic system,
and measurement of sensory information to estimate the
current and future states of the system (position, velocity)
and the joystick. Following a well-established engineering
and sensorimotor control literature, we understand this
model is uncontroversial and provides the best available
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linear description of the human operator (Kleinman,
1969; Kleinman et al. 1970; Bays & Wolpert, 2007;
Gawthrop et al. 2009; van der Kooij & Peterka, 2011).
For second order systems, a most striking point is how
little of the joystick power is linear (Fig. 4A and B). The
power explained by the linear mechanism was at best
48.2 ± 12.4% for the 1st order system and was lowest
at 8.1 ± 5.3% for the 2nd order, minimize-intervention
condition. The power, shown in Fig. 4A and B not fitted
by the linear model (CC), is non-linear remnant at both
excited and non-excited frequencies. We conclude that, in
general, a linearmechanismdoesnot capture the essenceof
the manual tracking process. This conclusion is consistent
with the previous observation that continuous control is
neither necessary, normost effective for these tasks (Loram
et al. 2011).
The use of equivalent observation noise to enable a linear
mechanism to explain the human operator. We followed
the experimental and analysis methodology of Levison
et al. (1969) to calculate thenoise spectrumthatfitsbest the
excited and non-excited frequencies of the manual power
spectrum. This analysis does not test the descriptive ability
of this explanation (CCN), since a good fit is inevitable.
Rather, this analysis enablesus touseour instructions (pos,
vel, mi) to produce noise spectra which test previous pre-
dictions regarding the noise-signal relationship (Levison
et al. 1969).
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Figure 6. Explanation of linear power and
non-linear remnant using intermittent
control with aperiodic sampling
A and B, prediction error thresholds for velocity
(θ vel) and position (θpos) states. C, distributions of
centres of GMMs approximating the intermittent
intervals distributions (continuous line). Sampling
delay used in IC (red box). Constant delay used in
CC and CCN (green box). Panels summarise all
12 participants, for the four conditions (1st, pos,
vel, mi). [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Levinson et al. (1969) reported, that when normalised
to the variance of the system position (dot on the screen),
the noise spectra were smooth with frequency and were
invariant in amplitude and shape with respect to order of
thedynamic system(zero, 1st, 2nd), controller parameters,
disturbance amplitude and disturbance bandwidth.When
reflected onto the observed position and velocity states the
noise spectra were 1st order (‘1/f’) and ‘white’ respectively.
These authors concluded the absolute amount of remnant
power scales along with the other signals circulating
throughout the system. The tendency of the random
component of the human’s response to increase with
the magnitude of the desired response had already been
observed in other investigations not involving manual
control and this tendency formed the basis of many
subsequent models of controller remnant (e.g. Harris &
Wolpert, 1998; van der Kooij & Peterka, 2011).
Levison et al. did not study the effect of instruction
on altering the control priority of the operator. Our
experiment showed that between conditions when
instructions changed (pos → vel → mi) the absolute
remnant power increased up to 4-fold and these changes
departed from the ‘1/f’ and ‘white’ spectral shape by up to
an order of magnitude (Fig. 5A and B). When normalised
to the output signal (Fig. 5D), we found the remnant
amplitude was related to the instructed control priority.
Relaxation of the constraint to regulate position to the
centre (pos → vel) was associated with a substantial
increase in low frequency normalised remnant. Relaxation
of priority to regulate position to within the screen
boundaries with minimum intervention (pos → mi) also
resulted in a substantial increase in middle frequency
normalised remnant. The effect of control priority was to
reduce thenoise relative to the signal andhence tomake the
visuo-manual controlmore linear. It appears that linearity
is an adjustable consequence of control vigilance.
Since equivalent observation noise and normalised
observation noise changed meaningfully with the control
priority of the operator, and since equivalent observation
noise accounted for a substantial fraction of the total
joystick power (64–92% for 2nd order systems) we
conclude the non-linear source of power is intrinsic to
the physiological control mechanism.
Physiological sources of non-linear remnant
Levison et al., and others subsequently, have concluded
the source of ‘equivalent observation noise’ lies within
the ‘central processor’ of the sensorimotor loop effecting
sustained control; however, they did not attempt to
pinpoint the physiological source beyond identifying the
physical alternatives which included true observation
noise, motor noise, aperiodic sampling and changes in
controller through time (Levison et al. 1969; Harris &
Wolpert, 1998).
Voluntary muscle activation produces variability in
force that scales with the level of force (Fuglevand et al.
1993; Jones et al. 2002; Hamilton et al. 2004; Dideriksen
et al. 2012) and approximates typically a ‘1/f’ power
law spanning the muscle bandwidth (0–20 Hz) (Newell
et al. 2006). This ‘motor noise’ arises from the orderly
recruitment and firing rate variability within the motor
neuron pool innervating muscles (Jones et al. 2002) and
is considered a physiological byproduct of motor output.
Sensory cells (e.g. vestibular organs, muscle spindles) also
produce variable firing rates with a broadband power
law such that neural averaging of ensembles of cells
is required to extract meaningful signals (Prochazka,
2000). Changes in the motor signals or the sensory
signals would cause broadband noise, proportionate to
the signals as an inevitable byproduct of these biological
signals.
Our results and analysis (CCN) showed that between
conditions the equivalent observation noise showed
changes deviating from broadband signal dependent
noise. These changes are not characteristic of a broadband
physical noise source such asmotor noise or sensory noise,
and cannot be explained by changes in the amplitude of
suchnoise or of the signals causing them.Thenon-smooth
changes in equivalent observation noise must come from
some other physical source.
In addition to these physiological sources, variability
in motor output arises from threshold related processes
within the central nervous system. For example, neuronal
avalanches occur in complex networks of cortical neurons
organised into a critical state (Beggs & Plenz, 2003).
Decisionmaking is related typically to the accumulation of
multiple noisy sources until one winning source crosses a
threshold (Cisek & Kalaska, 2005; Gold & Shadlen, 2007).
Reaction times, errors, and ramping activity of neurons
in the posterior parietal cortex are captured by Bayesian
sequential sampling models of the accumulation of
sensory evidence about stimulus identity (Beck et al. 2008;
Carpenter et al. 2009).The subthalamicnucleus (STN), the
major node of the hyperdirect pathway from frontal cortex
to STN to basal ganglia output, regulates the time taken
to select between alternative competing potential actions
(Frank, 2011). Typically, the STN increases the time taken
to respond to prevent impulsive decisions, by dynamically
(and transiently) adjusting decision thresholds as options
are being considered (Cohen&Frank, 2009). For example,
the posterior lateral prefrontal cortex is one known
central bottleneck of amodal information processing that
exhibits serial queuing of response selection activity under
dual-task conditions (Dux et al. 2006).
Between conditions, our results and analysis (IC)
showed thresholds anddistributions of open loop intervals
consistent with instructions. We conclude these threshold
related processes, and neural substrates listed above, are a
likely source of the non-linear remnant.
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Explanation of the processes modelled by
intermittent control with aperiodic sampling
Our wholly deterministic explanation (IC) uses the
previously published intermittent control model, with
prediction error thresholds and sampling delay to generate
aperiodic sampling of system states (position, velocity,
joystick) (Gawthrop &Wang, 2011; Gawthrop et al. 2011,
2015). This intermittent control model (IC) is based upon
the same continuous control model above (CC), and
uses two additional processes, a hold and a trigger-switch
(Fig. 2C). The hold uses a known mapping of the input–
output relationship for the underlying continuous closed
loop system. Given a current sample of all system states,
it generates an open loop, time evolving, control signal
which, in the absence of disturbances or measurement
errors, is identical to that generated by the underlying
continuous, linear controller. The trigger-switch uses
prediction error thresholds and a sampling delay to decide
when to close the feedback loop and take a new sample
of sensory information. This mechanism uses three
parameters, two prediction error thresholds (θvel, θpos),
and a sampling delay s to replace the 100 parameters
(one amplitude for each non-excited frequency) used in
the noise spectrum analysis. Since the transport delay td
was fixed at a very low value (50 ms), the three sampling
parameters are free to provide an alternative explanation
of visuo-motor delay in which the fixed delay of the
continuous system and added noise is replaced by an
aperiodic distribution of open loop intervals plus the
irreducible physiological transport delay of 50ms. Because
these are event related durations, not transport delays, the
effective stimulus–response delay of the ‘sampling delay’
and an ‘open loop interval’ is equal to half the ‘sampling
delay’ and half the ‘open loop interval’ respectively.
Belowwe show these results are consistentwithprevious
measured, model independent values.
Independent of any model based explanation, control
of the first order system is known to have a short feedback
loop delay (120 ± 20 ms), small non-linear component
(Loram et al. 2009) andmoderate refractoriness in pursuit
tracking (350 ms) (van de Kamp et al. 2013). Consistent
with these independent results, the ICmodel fit of a higher
sampling delay of 95 ± 80 ms (Fig. 6C) and low position
prediction error threshold (Fig. 6A and B) resulted in a
narrow distribution of sampling intervals centred around
300–350 ms (Fig. 6C). The lower limit of open loop inter-
vals is consistent with the fixed delay estimated for the
continuous controller (CC) in stage I (110 ± 20 ms;
Table 1; Fig. 6C) and previously (Loram et al. 2009).
For the second order system, measurements
independent of any model based explanation have
demonstrated a longer feedback loop delay (180–220 ms),
a larger non-linear component (Loram et al. 2009) and
more substantial refractoriness during pursuit tracking
(550 ms) (van de Kamp et al. 2013). Our model based
analysis here (IC), compared with the first order system,
revealed a larger sampling delay (Fig. 6C) and larger
thresholds (Fig. 6A and B) consistent with less regular
triggering and a wider distribution of open loop intervals
(Fig. 6C). The distribution of open loop intervals has
a lower limit around 200 ms close to the fixed delay
estimated with linear continuous control (CC; Table 1)
and previously. When position was regulated (pos) the
broad distribution of open loop intervals (200–3000 ms)
had a central tendency around 550–600 ms. This
distribution of open loop intervals is consistent with the
range of reaction times we observed during control of a
second order system for pursuit tracking (van de Kamp
et al. 2013). This central value concurs with the refractory
duration estimated previously.
Between conditions, when regulation of position was
relaxed (pos→ vel→mi), the tendency to increase values
of prediction error thresholds and open loop intervals is
plausible. For the minimum intervention condition (mi),
compliance with the instruction required participants
to wait until the position of the unstable system moved
close to the edge of the screen before intervening and thus
increased thresholds and duration of open loop intervals
is expected.
Previous evidence for this task showed the non-linear
remnant to be independent of disturbance amplitude
(Levison et al. 1969). Our study did not test that finding.
While the values of open loop interval are similar for
undisturbed pursuit tracking (van de Kamp et al. 2013)
and the disturbance amplitude used in this experiment,
our expectation is that higher amplitudes of disturbance
will eventually lead to sampling triggered at themaximum
rate physiologically possible (Loram et al. 2012). We
conclude the key factor determining values of open loop
intervals observed here is the order of the system, the goal
of the participant, and the intention to control the system
output as closely as possible.
Is predictive open loop control with aperiodic
sampling a credible physiological mechanism for
manual tracking?
This explanation has the merit that, as a purely
deterministic process, it provides an explanation of the
total joystick power, linear and non-linear remnant
equal to any alternative explanation and unrivalled
by any current, alternative deterministic mechanism.
Unlike the linear mechanism, the intermittent control
mechanism explained the majority of total power (linear
and remnant) (77–87% vs. 8–48%, IC vs CC). This IC
with aperiodic sampling explanation confirms previous
findings that did not depend upon any particular model
to establish their results: namely (1) that continuous
control is neither necessary nor most effective for this
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task (Loram et al. 2011), (2) the numerical values of
refractoriness and their increase with system order (van
de Kamp et al. 2013), (3) the numerical value ofminimum
open loop intervals in relation to time delays estimated by
non-parametric methods (Loram et al. 2009), and (4) the
numerical distribution of open loop intervals in relation
to distribution of reaction times (cf. Fig. 4, van de Kamp
et al. 2013).
The idea that the nervous system combines prior
information with sensory information to estimate
(observe) internal and external states is well established
(Bays & Wolpert, 2007; Berniker & Kording, 2011; Proske
& Gandevia, 2012). In engineering control, this observer
(Fig. 2B and C) is an optimal Bayesian state estimator
(Kleinman et al. 1970). The hold requires the estimation
of a time varying trajectory of states. The generation of
movement related time series has been demonstrated
using artificial neural networks trained by unsupervised
learning processes (Taylor et al. 2007) similar to those
present in the human cortex (Doya, 1999, 2000). For
discrete, ballistic actions, such as throwing, it is inevitable
that time evolving motor signals are pre-planned and
implemented to execute the action. It is not difficult
to believe the nervous system performs the function
represented by the hold process (IC, Fig. 2C).
It is conventional to model sustained sensorimotor
control using a linear process with a fixed time delay
(van der Kooij & de Vlugt, 2007; Kiemel et al. 2011; van
der Kooij & Peterka, 2011; Gollee et al. 2012). While
a fixed transport delay is a reasonable assumption for
spinal reflex loops with a temporal jitter of a few milli-
seconds (Rothwell, 1994), variability in delay increases as
one proceeds up the neuraxis through functional stretch
reflexes and trans-cortical responses to voluntary intended
reactions (Chan et al. 1979; and Fig. 6.5, p. 188 in Brooks,
1986; Pruszynski & Scott, 2012). For manual control of
second order systems, the mean feedback loop delay of
180–220 ms places the control process in a substantially
different part of the neuraxis compared with, for example,
100 ms for a trans-cortical response (Pruszynski & Scott,
2012) or 120ms for visually guidedmanual control of a 1st
order system (Loram et al. 2009, 2014). For processes with
this mean delay, a distribution of open loop intervals and
corresponding visuo-motor delays is more physiological
than a fixed transport delay.
As mentioned above, known mechanisms causing
aperiodic threshold related sampling and sampling delays
lie in the basal ganglia, parietal cortex and frontal cortex
(Cisek & Kalaska, 2005; Gold & Shadlen, 2007; Beck
et al. 2008; Carpenter et al. 2009; Cohen & Frank,
2009; Frank, 2011). These processes are associated with
sensorimotor decisionmaking. If we accept that threshold
related aperiodic sampling is intrinsic to the process
of manual tracking (Navas & Stark, 1968; Miall, 1986;
Neilson, 1999; Loram et al. 2014), then these neural
substrates are implicated as potential locations for that
process. The evidence and model based explanation of
this experiment constrains this process and their neural
substrates to acting at the level of sub-movements, on
a time scale of 200–500 ms, and within the sensori-
motor loop implementing continuous manual control.
For example, one possibility is that cortical and subcortical
sensory processing of latency up to 50 ms, provides input
to a refractory loop of variable delay (up to 500 ms or
more) passing through associated basal ganglia–cerebella
loops, prior to initiating each sub-movement (Houk et al.
2007; Frank, 2011; Heenan et al. 2014; Loram et al.
2014). It requires evidence of intracranial recordings
to distinguish this from alternative explanations (e.g.
Scott et al. 2015) where motor decision making provides
external modulatory input to continuous trans-cortical
and subcortical processes, of 50–100 ms latency, which
bypass the executive loops through the basal ganglia (Yin
& Knowlton, 2006; Loram et al. 2014).
Relevance
Discrete, sequential, reaction time tasks and sensorimotor
control tasks are sometimes regarded as different processes
with distinct neural substrates (Hardwick et al. 2013).
We see strength in the view that sustained sensorimotor
control proceeds via discrete, sequential processes of
threshold related motor decision making. This view sees
executive processes of decision making, adaptation of
control, and motor selection as occurring at the level of
sub-movements within the sensorimotor feedback loop
(Ronco et al. 1999; Heenan et al. 2014; Loram et al. 2014,
2016; Loram, 2015) at a temporal scale of 200–500 ms,
rather than the more traditional location which is outside
the inner control loop (Skogestad & Postlethwaite, 1996;
Pruszynski & Scott, 2012) at the level of action selection.
Extending these executive processes within the feedback
loop to the level of sub-movements gives biological
control its characteristic flexibility and adaptability still
not observed in engineering systems (Loram et al. 2015).
The phenomenon of refractoriness of duration 200 ms
or more is currently established to be amodal (e.g.
independent of sensory modality – sound, visual, touch;
Pashler et al. 1998; Dux et al. 2006) and is established for a
variety of tasks including discrete reaction time tasks (e.g.
push button or vocal response to sound, visual stimulus;
Pashler et al. 1998), speaking (selection of discrete words;
Ayora et al. 2009), and tasks requiring continuous control
including driving (Levy et al. 2006; Johns & Cole, 2015),
manual pursuit tracking (Craik, 1947), and manual
compensatory tracking (Miall et al. 1993). As this current
paper shows, by comparison with previous work (van de
Kamp et al. 2013) the values of refractoriness are not
altered by the change between pursuit and compensatory
tracking or the change resulting from the addition of
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a multi-sine disturbance. The limited available evidence
suggests the refractory duration of sampling is related to
the order of the system controlled, i.e. the complexity of
the task (van de Kamp et al. 2013) and not to the stability
of the system controlled (Loram et al. 2011). This evidence
suggests to us that our findings are general to voluntary
manual control tasks rather than being specific to the
particular task, signal and perturbation used in this study.
Investigations into ageing and neurological disorders
such as Parkinson’s disease show that deterioration in
sustained sensorimotor control is strongly associated with
deterioration in executive function (Delbaere et al. 2010;
Schoene et al. 2014) and also that Parkinson’s disease is
associated with abnormal refractoriness (Harrison et al.
1995). The methods presented here provide a quantitative
means of assessing parameters of motor decision making
from sensorimotor tasks such as manual tracking. Hence
these methods may be useful in studying the mechanistic
basis of the link between executive function and sensori-
motor control.
Appendix: Description of models
Definition of external and neuro-muscular system
The human participant controls an external 2nd order or
1st order system using the joystick. The model controls a
dynamic system including the external systemandaneuro-
muscular system representing the generation of joystick
position from motor output. The external and neuro-
muscular system are connected in series (Fig. 2).
Figure 2 shows the external 2nd order unstable system,
labelled ‘system’ in Fig. 2A–C, and a 2nd order linear
approximation of the neuro-muscular system, with a
time-constant of 100 ms, labelled ‘neuromusc. system’.
The system is augmented by a disturbance observer
with integral action to compensate for any constant
disturbances (Gawthrop &Wang, 2009).
Continuous controller
A standard continuous-time state-space controller
(Kleinman, 1969; Gawthrop et al. 2011) containing an
optimal stateobserver andoptimal state feedback, together
with a state-predictor which compensates the delay td
(representing the mean total delay due to the human
operator) is used as a linear continuous-time predictive
controller (CCN) modelling the human operator (Fig. 2A
and B). Two measured system outputs, yo (position and
velocity), are taken as the observer inputs, together with
the control signal u. The state observer and state feedback
vectors are designed using standard steady-state linear
quadratic methods, which involve minimising quadratic
cost functionsof theweighted control signals, systemstates
and output signals (Gollee et al. 2012).
Intermittent controller
The intermittent controller (IC, Fig. 2C) (Gawthrop et al.
2011) is based on the same structure as the continuous
controller, but instead of continuous feedback of the
observer state, feedback is only used at discrete time
points, ti (indicated by the dashed line). The sampled
observer state, xo(ti), is fed to a predictor and subjected to
a computational delay, tmind = 50ms (which represents the
minimal physiological delay due to the human operator),
resulting in the predictor state xp(ti). The predictor state
is used as the initial condition for a system matched
hold element (labelled as ‘hold’) with dynamics which
correspond to those of the equivalent continuous time
predictive control loop (Gawthrop et al. 2011). Thus,
in the absence of disturbances, the hold state xh follows
the observer state xo. When disturbances or uncertainties
affect the loop, xh will diverge from xo, resulting in
a non-zero prediction error, ep(t) = xh(t)−xo(t). A
quadratic switching function of the form epT Qtep > 1,
with Qt a positive semi-definite matrix, can be defined as
an event trigger to reset the hold state xh to the observer
state xo (Gawthrop & Wang, 2009; Gawthrop et al. 2014,
2015). In our case only the elements of ep corresponding
to the velocity (epvel) and position (eppos) states are
considered, and Qt is a diagonal matrix with two positive
elements, θvel (velocity threshold) and θpos (position
threshold), forming the axes of an elliptic switching
surface,
(
eposp
θpos
)2
+
(
evelp
θvel
)2
> 1. (3)
The time between trigger events is the intermittent (or
open-loop) interval, oli = ti−ti−1. A new trigger event
canonly occur ifol exceeds aminimal open loop interval,
olmin > tdmin. In the special case that the thresholds are
zero, triggering occurs at a constant interval of olmin,
resulting in regularly sampled IC.
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